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Desk audits are conducted, for example, when:

1. Your job is identified for audit during a regular

classification survey. Under law, positions must be

classified correctly. To insure proper classifica-

tion, BLM conducts periodic classification surveys.

Most jobs are found to be correctly classified.

Some position descriptions may be updated to

reflect changes in the work that is done. To
determine proper competitive levels, similarity

of jobs is reviewed; this is an important decision

should reduction -in -force actions be required.

Previous classification errors also may be found

and corrected.

2. Your supervisor requests a position review.

Your supervisor may decide that there have

been major changes in your job. A desk audit

by a position classifier is requested to deter-

mine, for example, if new duties or responsibili-

ties warrant upgrading. If you think that there

has been a major change in your job duties or

responsibilities, you should discuss a possible

review of your position with your supervisor.

!. New classification standards are to be applied

to your position. There is a continuing pro-

gram to revise both job grading standards for

trade, craft, or manual laboring jobs and posi-

tion classification standards for General Schedule

positions to reflect changes in the work done by
government employees. Under the new Factor

Evaluation System (FES) for classifying General

Schedule positions, the Office of Personnel

Management (OPM) has begun the process of

replacing the traditional narrative standards with

new FES standards. It will take several years for

full implementation of FES standards. New and
revised standards help to keep the classification

system current. BLM personnel offices apply
these standards as soon as possible after they

are received.

Your Position Description

The position description (PD) or jobsheet is the

cornerstone of classification and one of the most
important documents in the desk audit. The PD is

an official record of the major duties, respon-

sibilities, qualifications required, and supervisory

controls over a specific position. Each position

must be described and classified. There may be
one or more employees assigned to a PD as long
as the requirements (duties, responsibilities, qual-

ifications required, and supervisory controls)

are alike for each employee. Employees, super-

visors, and position classifiers share responsibility

for the PD being a complete and accurate recording
of duties and responsibilities. Your supervisor

certifies your PD as being accurate and should be able
to give the best explanation for its contents. A PD is

written when a position is first established and is

rewritten or revised when the requirements of the
existing position are significantly changed. The PD
should include major duties only-those duties which
are regularly performed and take up a reasonable
amount of work time (e.g., 20% to 25%) or which
require specific qualifications requirements, such as

the ability to speak a foreign language. You should
have a copy of your PD and review it frequently.
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What is Your Role in a Desk Audit ?

We hope that you will put your best foot forward.

The objective of the desk audit is to develop

frank, factual information about your job. This

interview is not a time for modesty (or for that

matter, for exaggeration).

Here are some ways that you can help yourself in

the audit and help us to gather complete and ac-

curate information about your job.

You need some idea of what the interviewer wants.

The important parts or "factors" of jobs are discussed

below to give you some general ideas. Individual

jobs, however, may require very specific information

or special qualifications for that kind of work that do

not directly relate to any of the factors. For this

reason, you may want to look at classification

standards in the personnel office when getting ready

for your desk audit, or you may want to talk briefly

with the position classifier who will conduct the

interview. Nine factors have been identified as

common to nonsupervisory positions in General

Schedule occupations, including professional, tech-

nical, administrative, and clerical positions. They are:

1

.

Knowledge Required By The Position. This

factor measures the nature and extent of in-

formation or facts the employee must under-

stand to do acceptable work in terms of steps,

procedures, practices, rules, policies, theo-

ries, principles, and concepts. The factor also

involves the nature and extent of the skills

needed to apply these knowledges to the work.

2. Supervisory Controls. Described here are the

nature and extent of the direct or indirect controls

exercised by the supervisor, the employee's

responsibility for completing the work, and the

review made of completed work. Controls are

exercised by the supervisor in the way assignments

are made, instructions are given, priorities and

deadlines are set, and objectives and boundaries

are defined. The employee's responsibility for com-

pleting work measures the freedom the employee

has to develop and modify assignments, and the

degree of review ranges from close and detailed

review to spot-checking completed assignments.

3. Guidelines. This factor covers both the kinds

of guidelines used and the judgement needed

to apply them. Guides may include, for exam-

ple: desk manuals, established procedures and

policies, traditional practices, and reference

materials such as dictionaries, style manuals

and handbooks. Judgement needed depends

upon how specific, applicable, and available

the guidelines are.

4. Complexity. This factor involves the nature,

number, variety, and difficulty of tasks, steps,

processes, or methods in the work performed;

the difficulty in identifying what needs to be

done; and the difficulty and originality in-

volved in performing the work.
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5. Scope and Effect. The relationship between work

done and its effect on others within and outside

the organization is described here. Consideration

is given to the purpose, breadth, and depth of

work assignments and whether the work output

facilitates the work of others, provides timely

services, or impacts on the adequacy of investiga-

tions or research conclusions.

6. Personal Contacts. Included are face-to-face

contacts and telephone or radio conversations

with persons other than the employee's super-

visor. Consideration is given to what is required

to make the initial contacl, the difficulty of

communicating with those contacted, and the

setting in which the contact takes place.

7. Purpose of Contacts. This factor covers the

purpose of personal contacts, ranging from factual

exchanges of information to situations involving

significant or controversial issues where it is nec-

essary to influence, justify, defend, or persuade.

8. Physical Demands. A work assignment places

certain requirements and physical demands
on the employee. This includes physical abilities

(agility and dexterity requirements), physical

exertion (climbing, lifting, pushing, stooping,

kneeling, reaching etc.); .and frequency or

intensity (prolonged standing as opposed to

intermittent standing).

9. Work Environment. Environment here relates to

the risks and discomforts in the employee's

physical surroundings or the nature of the work
assigned and the safety regulations required.

Although safety precautions can practically

eliminate a danger or discomfort, their use may
place additional demands upon the employee in

carrying out safety regulations and techniques.

For classifying nonsupervisory trade, craft, or manual
laboring jobs under the Federal Wage System, four

basic factors are considered. They are:

1. Skill and Knowledge. This factor covers the

nature and level of skills, knowledges, and mental

application required in performing assigned work.

Jobs vary in such ways as the kind, amount, and
depth of skills and knowledges needed, as well as

in the manner, frequency, and extent to which
they are used. The factor includes, for example:

knoledge of work practices, methods, and
processes; skill in specific trade operations, and the

degree of manual dexterity or precision required;

and ability to interpret blueprints, work instruc-

tions and technical guides; to use or operate

equipment, tools, or machines; and to plan and
layout work.

2. Responsibility. Considered here is the nature and
degree of responsibility involved in performing
work. Positions vary in responsibility in such ways
as the complexity and scope of work assigned, the

difficulty and frequency of judgments and
decisions made, the kind of supervisory controls,

and the nature of work' instructions and technical

guides used. This factor considers whether the

work involves simple, repetitive actions or respon-

sibility for a variety of different operations or

machines to complete assignments; whether assign-

ments involve responsibility for part of an opera-
tion or for a complete process; whether the work
is performed under close supervision or with

considerable independence; and whether guides
such as technical manuals and work precedents
can be applied directly or must be modified.

3. Physical Effort. Jobs require different levels of
physical effort exerted in performing assigned

work. Jobs vary in such ways as the nature, de-

gree, frequency, and duration of muscular ef-

fort or physical strain experienced in work
performance. The factor includes physical ex-

ertion related to such actions as lifting, push-

ing, pulling, or carrying objects; physical effort



related to such movements as walking, climb-

ing, crawling, or bending; and strain related to

lack of movement such as crouching or stooping

for extended periods of time.

4. Working Conditions. This includes hazards,

physical hardships, and working conditions to

which workers are exposed in performing assigned

work. Jobs vary in such ways as the nature of

the work environment; the extent to which it

includes unpleasant, disagreeable, or hazardous

conditions; the degree to which such conditions

are experienced; the frequency and duration of

exposure; the adequacy of protective clothing and

gear, safety devices, and the possible effects on

the worker. Considerations range from weather

conditions and the heating, lighting, and ven-

tilation in work areas to exposure to toxic gases or

substances.

Think about your job.

How does it relate to the factors discussed above?

Your position description is the official record of

your job; do you find that your present PD is a good

reflection of your job? Is it accurate? What kinds of

assignments have you had in the past year? Can you

group them into several categories so that you can

talk easily about the different kinds of work that you

do? What are the major duties, those that take up

most of your time and are related to the reason for

your job? Can you determine rough percentages of

time spent at each major duty? What are your minor

duties and one-time only assignments you may

have performed? Do they require special skills or

qualifications? What kinds of responsibilities do you

have? Have they changed, or have new ones been

added by your supervisor? What guidelines do you

refer to? Do they cover your work tasks, or must

you modify or adapt them? How does your super-

visor assign and review your work?



Organize the Information

about your Job.
Don't worry about the way that a position descrip-

tion may be written. What is important is the way
that you want to tell someone about your job-

remember, you know your job best. What do you
think really is important about the work that you do,

or what is critical about your responsibilities? Where
you start is not too important. But, be sure that you

$6j don't miss telling about some part of your job that is

important. Cover all aspects of your work. Often it

is helpful to make some notes prior to the audit

interview or to make an outline of how you want to

talk about your job. Your position description may
help to organize your thoughts. You may want to

write down reference numbers to the manuals,

handbooks, or technical guides that you use. Having
examples of your work at hand or extra copies of
forms that you use to give to the position classifier

is useful in telling the story of your job.

Remember that it's Your Job

that will be Classified

not You as a Person

Over the years there has been some "mystery" about

position classification and many misunderstandings

about what is important. Both the factor evaluation

system for GS jobs and the job grading system for

trade, craft, and manual laboring positions have

been developed in terms of basic job factors to clarify

the classification system. Because it is the position

which is being classified, there are a number of issues

that are not considered when jobs are classified.

These include:

• The qualifications of the person on the job. The
work is classified, not the abilities of individual

employees.

• Accuracy required on the job. Every employee is

expected to be accurate.

• The amount or volume of work done. It's the

kind and level of work which is important in

classifying jobs. Your supervisor sets and evaluates

the standards of work performance that are

expected.

• Length of government service. Within-grade step

increases to your pay compensate for your long

and loyal service with the Federal government.

• Organizational titles of positions. Grades are

based on the duties and responsibilities of jobs,

not what the jobs are called.

• Other matters unrelated to the job. The Federal

government is committed to equal employment
opportunity practices. An employee's race, color,

religion, sex, age, or national origin has absolutely

no bearing on the way that jobs are classified
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Be Prepared for the Audit
The desk audit is as important to you as almost any

other kind of interview you may-fiave in your work

life. Please don't treat it lightly. In most cases, the

desk audit will take no more than an hour of your

time. But, you should make arrangements so that

you will not be interrupted. Remember when
someone interrupted you before the punch-line to a

story; don't let it happen to the story of your job.

Some privacy can be helpful, if it is possible. Be

ready to demonstrate the factualness of the duties

and responsibilities you are going to discuss.

12

What happens after the Audit ?

The information that you provided about your job

will be used to determine the proper and accurate

title, series, and grade level of your position. The
understanding of your duties and responsibilities that

the position classifier acquired during the desk audit

is a major help in the analysis and decision steps of

job evaluation that follow. After the desk audit and

other information gathering activities, the position

classifier evaluates your position, interpreting the

work and job requirements in terms of published

OPM classification standards. The classifier also may
wish to talk to your supervisor about your job, or

your PD may need to be redescribed to reflect

new duties or responsibilities. The job evaluation

process—with your help—will result in correct

classification of a position within the classi-

fication system.

One Final Point

Please remember that the objective here is to assure

that jobs are correctly understood and classified—that

is, not too high nor too low, but at the proper grade

level. Your participation in the desk audit process

can help achieve that goal.
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Questions for the Classifier
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